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PRODUCT FINAL DIFFERENTIAL STRUCTURES ON THE PLANE AND PRINCIPAL-DIRECTED CURVES
Product final differential structures S 1 and S 2 on R 2 were defined in paper [2] . The differential spaces R x x R = (R 2 ,^1) and R x 2 R = (R 2 ,<S 2 ) have many common properties and they can be considered together as the differential space R Xfc R = (R 2 ,«S fc ) where k = 1 or k = 2. In the abovementioned paper it was proved that every regular curve in Rx fcR is contained in a principal line, i.e. a straight line which is vertical or horizontal. This leads to a characterization of such curves as regular ones in R 2 which are contained in principal lines. It is easily seen that every smooth curve in R Xjt R is smooth in R 2 , but not conversely in general. In this paper we present a characterization of arbitrary smooth curves in R X k R as some smooth ones in R 2 (Theorem 2.20). It turns out that the characterization obtained does not depend on k (Corollary 2.21).
In Section 1 we first observe that every smooth curve in R Xfc R is principal-directed in R 2 , however, there are smooth curves in R 2 which are not smooth in R XfcR (Example 2.22). For this reason, we start with considerations of principal-directed curves in R 2 . Next, we distinguish and study certain classes of such curves, especially, the class of locally /if-subordinate curves which is exactly that of all smooth ones in R x^ R (Theorem 2.20).
In Section 2 we introduce in different ways the classes of locally insubordinate sets in R 2 and of C°° subsets of R Xfc R. We prove that these classes are identical (Theorem 2.15) and show that they can be used for a characterization of smooth curves in R X fc R. Moreover, it turns out that such curves are proper for a characterization of smooth maps from R x fc R to R XfR where k,£ £ {1,2} (Propositions 2.24 and 2.25). By definitions, the class of principal-directed curves (locally K-subordinate sets) in R 2 and its subclasses considered here do not depend on R X fc R. Since the major part of this paper is devoted to the study of such classes, therefore this 56 B. Przybylski portion of our paper has respect to the classical differential geometry on the plane.
Clearly, one may generalize considerations from this paper to those for R n where n > 2 (compare [2], Section 5). It seems that such generalizations can, to a considerable extent, be obtained as the corresponding combinatorial n-variants with respect to our case n = 2. However, we must be careful whether direct generalized properties can hold since the topological and differential structures of R n (n > 2) are much more complicated than the corresponding ones of the plane.
Locally iiT-subordinate curves
In what follows, k -1,2 is fixed but arbitrary. First, we recall the definition of the differential structure S k on R 2 (see [2] ). For any a,b G R consider the maps ¿¡, : R -»• R 2 and j a : R R 2 defined by i b (x) = (x, b) and j a (y) = (a, y). Let us denote by T k the family of all real functions (real continuous functions) on R 2 when k = 1 (k -2). We set
It is seen that S k is a differential structure on R 2 and the differential space R Xfc R is defined to be the pair (R 2 ,<S fc ). We shall regard R x fc R as a topological space under the Sikorski topology defined to be the weakest one on R 2 in which all functions from S k are continuous (see [3] , §14).
By an interval of R we will mean a nonsingle (i.e. nonsingle-element) connected subspace of R. Every curve in R 2 is assumed to be a 
V-directed (H-directed) at s in case the vector c(s) is vertical (horizontal).
Moreover, c is called P-directed at s if it is V-directed or ^-directed at s. If X € {V, H, P}, we denote by dom^(c) the set of all parameters s of c such that c is X-directed at s. It is seen that dom^(c) is a closed subset of dom(c). We say that c is X-directed in case dom^-(c) = dom(c). Moreover, a P-directed curve will also be called principal-directed. These definitions immediately imply 1 The following example shows that a P-directed curve need not be locally P-subordinate, which means that the inclusion in condition (c) of Lemma 1.3 is essential.
EXAMPLE. Let c : R -> R
2 be a smooth curve defined by
Clearly, c is P-directed but not locally P-subordinate at 0.
•
It is easy to verify
PROPOSITION. If X € {V,H} and c is a smooth curve in R 2 , then the following conditions are equivalent: (a) c is X-directed; (b) c is locally X-subordinate; (c) c is globally X-subordinate, m
Note that from Corollary 1.2 and Proposition 1.6 we get
COROLLARY. If c is a P-directed curve in R 2 , then domft(c) C locp(c). More precisely, c restricted to any connected component of dom/*(c) is globally P-subordinate, so every regular P-directed curve is globally Psubordinate. m
Obviously, every globally P-subordinate curve is locally P-subordinate, but conversely this need not be satisfied.
EXAMPLE. Let c : R -» R
Clearly, c is locally P-subordinate. Moreover, observe that the image of c is contained in (R X {0}) U ({0} X R) but it is not contained in R X {0} or {0} x R, separately.
• Let c be a smooth curve in R 2 . By a nonsingular parameter of c we shall mean any element of the set dom;v\s(c) = dom(c)\domcs(c). Proof. Let c be a nonsingular P-directed curve in R 2 and let s G dom(c). First, if s is regular, there is a neighbourhood U of s such that the curve c' = c\U is regular and P-directed. Then, by Corollary 1.7, c' is globally P-subordinate, which means that c is locally P-subordinate at s.
c(t) =
Suppose now that s is not regular, which means that s Ç doms(c) fl domjv\s(c) because c is nonsingular. Without loss of generality, we can assume further that s = 0. Clearly, there is the least positive integer k > 1 such
for t e U = (-s,s).
Since (jD*à)(0) = 0 for i < k, by the Taylor formula we have
where 6 = 6(t) € (0; 1), whence à(t) ^ 0 for t e *A{0}. Therefore and since c is P-directed, we have $(t) = 0 for t £ U. Thus, c\U is globally F-subordinate, so 0 G locp(c).
• Clearly, this Lemma and Proposition 1.9 imply Remark that since condition (a) of Proposition 1.13 means that c is X-directed, we can regard the other ones as characterizations of X-directed curves among smooth curves in R 2 .
For any a, b 6 R, we put V a = {a} x R and -ffj = Ex {6}. By a principal cross we shall mean a subset K of R 2 of the form K p = V a U H\, where p = (a, b) is called the origin of K. The principal cross K = K" with origin o = (0,0) will also be called the central principal one. A curve c in R 2 is called locally K-subordinate at a parameter s if there are a neighbourhood U of s in dom(c) and a principal cross K such that c(U) C K. The set of all such parameters will be denoted by loc^(c). We say that c is locally K-subordinate provided that loc^(c) = dom(c). Clearly, every locally Psubordinate curve is locally iiT-subordinate, but not conversely in general. However, every smooth locally /^-subordinate curve is P-directed. By an easy verification we get Proof. Since the cases X = V and X = H are completely analogous, we can assume further that X -V. Obviously, it remains to prove the implication (c) =>• (a), or equivalently, the statements (1) and (2) below. Let A be a subset of R 2 . We shall regard A as a differential space with structure C°°(A) of all real smooth functions on A. Clearly, A is a differential space of class V 0 (see [4] , Theorem (2.1) [1] , Proposition 2), so A 0 is a discrete subset of A.
Let p € A C R 2 . If X € {V, H, P}, we say that A is locally X-subordinate at p in case there are a neighbourhood U of p in R 2 and an X-principal line L such that A fl U C L. Moreover, we say that A is locally K-subordinate at p if there is a neighbourhood U of p in R 2 such that A fl U C K p . For X € {V, H, P, K} we denote by locx A the set of all points p of A such that A is locally X-subordinate at p. Clearly, locx A is an open subset of A. We call A locally X-subordinate in case locx A = A. If X £ {V,H,P} and A is contained in an X-principal line, we call A globally X-subordinate. Similarly, if A is contained in a principal cross, we say that it is globally K-subordinate. Obviously, we have the following lemmas. ( (1) singA is a discrete closed subset of A;
1) If X G {V,H, P} and A is locally X-subordinate, then A is globally
The following example shows that if A is a disconnected and compact locally /T-subordinate subset of R 2 , then the set singA can be dense in itself and of the continuum power. (J(a n ;6 n ) n=l where {(a n ; b n ) : n G N} is a family of disjoint open intervals of R. For any n G N let us take a discrete countable subset P n of (a n ; i>") such that Onj^n € P n -Consider the set oo (JPnUC. The following example shows that the union of a countable family of sets from the class lso(ii') as well as the closure of a set of this class need not belong to lso(.K'). Analogous examples we can construct for X G {V,H,P}.
2.9. EXAMPLE. Let us set K n = K( 2 -» ) 2-») for n G N. Consider the families 3i = {K n : n G N} and = {&} U Clearly, 3i is a locally finite family of sets from lso(K), so (J3i G lso(-ft') by Corollary 2.8. On the other hand, Jo is riot such a family and (J i5o ^ lso(ii') because (J is not locally /L-subordinate at o. Proof. Clearly, the inclusion lso(A') C sub 00 (Rx^K) follows from Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13. To prove the converse inclusion, suppose to the contrary that A G sub°°(R Xk R)\ho(K). This means that there is p G A such that A is not locally if-subordinate at p. By Lemma 2.10 we can assume that p = o. It follows that for every open neighbourhood U of o in R 2 we have (AD J7)\K ^ 0. This implies that there is a sequence of distinct points of A such that lim p n = o and p n £ K for n G N. Let us set t n = Hpnll 1^2 f°r n G N. By Lemma 2.14 there is a function <p G «S 2 It is seen that the families of all principal lines and of all principal crosses are C°° generators of lso(A'). Moreover, if S is a C°° generator of lso(A"), then so is the family 27(<B) = {A D U : A G S, U G 05} where <8 is an arbitrary topological base of R 2 . We obviously have 
